OUR GUIDE GALLERY

3 times repeat
clients Volker and
Sebastian, Germany,
decided to see base
camp on this hunt
and took two big
trophies in only
three days.
(Guide Rob)

South Nahanni
OUTFITTERS

Brian, Texas: You made
guide Cass’ summer
taking that ram with her!
41 inches, 13 years old
(COVER) – not to mention
the surprise moose and
all the other fun.

Rob Brown

Manuel’s, Belgium, hunt was haunted
with snow and non-flyable weather, as was everyone else’s
in later September. (Guide Stacey) – Record Book caribou

Ron Tait
Hart Schaupp
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Tom Wood
Cass Caron

Philippe, Belgium, took the last,
very nice goat of the season
before the snows came down
and experienced THOUSANDS
of caribou! (Guides Zach, Cass)
Pilot Greg O’Brien

When it comes to hunting, sheep can be easy
and moose hard. Slawomir, Gregorz, and Krystof
from Poland, discovered this amongst snow
and fog.
(Guides Tom,
Hart and Rob)

Moose hunting in ‘The Burn’ can be very
hard – physically and mentally – as Gerd,
Germany, found out. (Guide Brenan) – Record Book Moose

Oliver, Germany, made it
look easy. (Guide Zach)

Byron Gagne
Brenan Grove

Stacey Keeler

Guest Sophie Gagne

The last of the
South Nahanni
boat tours with
guide Hart was
experienced by
Daniel, Germany,
with lots of
moose, just
nothing in
trophy size.

Martin and son Sebastian, Austria,
thought the skinning shed was pretty
full anyways. They added a caribou
and went on a great moose adventure:
tenting, hunting, passing up, seeing record
bulls daily,
changing hunt locations,
and experiencing mind
boggling wilderness
days – together.
(Guides Zach, Rob, Cass)

Outfitter Werner
with Pilot Karl Ziehe

Our base camp warriors
Peter and Peter, Germany,
had it made: warm meals
three times
a day, rum
nights,
children’s
birthday party,
helicopter
flight, sun
tanning, naps
and some
easy-sneezy
ATV hunting.
(Guide Cass)
10 years ago
repeat hunter
Karl-Heinz,
Germany, didn’t
get a last day
caribou during his
moose hunt. Now
a first day caribou
was in order for
the 75-year old.
(Guide Cass)
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Guide Tom and Pilot Karl

In Camp – Rebekka, Andi, Maria

Pilot Barry Guthrie

Outfitter Werner Aschbacher
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The challenges of ‘Hellhole’,
a.k.a ‘The Burn’, showed
tantalizing record book
moose, but Dan’s (Germany)
got away. (Guide Stacey)

Zach Bowen

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES

> CANADA

Looking for a big one
came with side effects
for Bill, Nevada and
guide Cass: grizzly torn
tent in torrential rain and
oatmeal with dirt to eat
– 40 inch Fannin Ram

2015 SEASON GALLERY
Dale, Pennsylvania with his
coveted ram! (Guide Stacey)

Son Jake filmed Matt’s
(South Carolina) hunt,
discovering the wonders
of the Ragged Range.
(Guide Rob)

Father and son, Pepe and Pepe
from Spain had fun and saw
lots of rams. (Guide Zach)

Twenty years ago Björn, Germany,
hunted SNO with his dad. We sent
him back to the Ragged Range for
his own big ram. (Guide Stacey)

This Manitoban had guide Rob working hard in
challenging weather (read rainy, bad). Trophy
buckle goat, hell of a ram – see for yourself!

Flo, France, came for the
adventure of the hunt. Dad Erick, repeat client, made sure
he got to go as well! (Guide Zach)

A Bighorn in
White, heavily
broomed. Just
right for Jerry,
Mississippi,
with a nice
caribou added.
(Guide Byron)

Father Len took son Donovan,
British Columbia, on a great, colourful mountain hunting
adventure. (Guide Cass)

Hubert, Germany,
had guide Cass
skinning non-stop
– one of the very
few five-trophy
kings of SNO!

A very nice ram for Tim, Washington,
but the goats kept hiding in the cliffs.
(Guide Stacey)

Rick, British Columbia, with his nice old
ram, and great caribou taken out of a few hundred animals. (Guide Zach)
Weather and hunting were
working out well for Scott,
Virginia, with two great
trophies. (Guide Rob)

Here was another
filmed hunt (Henrik
and Sebastian,
Germany)
getting close
range footage
for open sight
rifle hunting.
(Guide Ron)

Ryan, South Dakota, hunted every nook
and cranny of the Ram Plateau with
guide Hart – with heavy Fannin results!

Mike, Wyoming, got a ram
on day 3, then enjoyed
basecamp. (Guide Tom)

Michael, Florida, with
a mixed bag in early
August and no open
tags left to fill.
(Guide Tom)

A nice ram on day one (after a
3-day weather delay) with guide
Stacey for Knuth, Germany.

Another father and son adventure
(Eric and Gavin, Indiana) with very
challenging weather and forever
memories. (Guide Zach)

“Duane (Ohio) we didn’t
know we have Stone sheep!”
Nice caribou, too! (Guide Cass)

The ram got
away but a
caribou was
the reward for
Dave, Ohio!
(Guide Stacey)

Thank you all – hunters, guides, pilots, cooks, guests –
for another wonderful season! Good hunting to you!

3-times repeat hunter Michael,
Germany, added a heavy ram
to his two moose and caribou
from previous trips. (Guide Hart)

Martin’s (Germany)
hunting adventure
included a night on a
sheep mountain.
Record Book Moose.
(Guide Tom)

Arturo and
Lalo, Chile,
and guide Rob saw, experienced, hunted, photographed and did it all! 62 inch moose, large trophies
all around, sheep double, second last minute moose.

Buck, Arkansas,
enjoyed good
weather, amazing
scenery and a
great, heavy ram
hunt! (Guide Stacey)

Nathan, Alberta, and
uncle Toot, caught –
as predicted – sheep
fever. (Guide Zach)
Chris, Texas, saw a lot of different rams, a
lot of big ones, not always accessible, and
proved the Ram Plateau to be just that. Big
caribou, too! (Guide Rob)

This German went for a nice
sheep and big ‘boo in quick succession in the rain. (Guide Tom)

A great hunt for Henri, Belgium, with guides Hart and Ron.

Honza, Czech, took an ancient
moose on day one, spending
the rest of the time hunting
hard for the very elusive wolf.
(Guide Hart)

Repeat clients Jindrich and Ondrej, Czech,
got a last minute, great trophy moose
on day 9. (Guide Stacey)
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